Supplementary Material

Additional height analyses
All combinations of the block treatment, by itself and with the other treatment variables were part of the model, but block was treated differently since it was nested in the field variable and labeled as a random attribute. It therefore does not appear in this table. An asterisk (*) next to the p-value denotes a 5% statistical significance. All combinations of the block treatment, by itself and with the other treatment variables were part of the model, but block was treated differently since it was nested in the field variable and labeled as a random attribute. It therefore does not appear in this table. An asterisk (*) next to the p-value denotes a 5% statistical significance. 3. Additional mass analyses All combinations of the block treatment, by itself and with the other treatment variables were part of the model, but block was treated differently since it was nested in the field variable and labeled as a random attribute. It therefore does not appear in this table. An asterisk (*) next to the p-value denotes a 5% statistical significance. Figure S1 . Experimental design (each field randomized according to the schema, rocky field shown as an example). Widths compressed substantially compared to heights to fit on page; actual measurements given on side and top of plan. B refers to block; F to fertilization; M to inoculation. + sign means the subplot was fertilized or inoculated; -sign that it was not. SM stands for cultivar Salix miyabeana 'SX61', SS for cultivar 'SX64'.
Additional diameter analyses
